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Introductory Issues
• Be sure you read and understand the syllabus
• Anyone needing to add, etc -see me after class
• Lab starts this week - check in and safety -be on time . If you need to change 

lab sections see me. If you’re not taking lab this semester, seeme.
• Web material for the course is found via 

http://chemistry.csudh.edu/faculty/george and also on Blackboard. 
• There are discussion forums open on Blackboard. These will be monitored.
• Students need to be aware that the course is cumulative beginning with Che 

110. Key issues from 110 with which the student needs to be comfortable and 
which should be reviewed as needed:
– General analysis of 3 variable systems 
– “Changes of state” for binary systems
– Mathematical skills will be critical in this course
– All aspects of nomenclature
– All aspects of dealing with chemical formulas
– All aspects of stoichiometry

• Problem solving is the key skill needed this semester. There is no substitute 
for practice

• First homework assignment is posted
• First week’s lecture notes are posted-these will likely cover much of Week 2, 

Purpose/Goals of Chemistry 112

• Simply stated, chemistry and physics are about the 
rules of an ordered universe.  Biology is an 
incredibly elegant application of those rules.

• The major aim of this course is to convince you of 
the above and have you appreciate the significance 
of these rules and their applications.

• It is not a goal to make this class relevant to the 
world or your future career by filling it with “real 
world examples”. 

• It is also our aim to enhance analytical skills in a 
fashion which will have lasting effects. 

A Few Basic Truths

• Most of you would rather be somewhere else. Just about 
anywhere would do.

• This is a very demanding and rigorous course. In the 
context of your academic career, it may well be the most 
difficult course you take. 

• The instructor (he’s the guy with the laser pointer) is very 
serious about things and demands effort above all else.

• If you merely duplicate your effort level from Chem 110 
you will drop at least one full grade. If you fall behind for 
even a short time, it is very unlikely you will recover.

• There is really only one way to “handle” this course and 
that is a disciplined regimen of continuous effort.

• Now you really would rather be somewhere else.
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General Thoughts on Problem Solving

• Developing effective problem solving skills is critical 
• Problem approaches should based on an understanding of the scientific 

principles involved combined with the ability to construct 
mathematical relationships based upon that understanding

• Analysis based on rote memorization of equations (or loading your TI-
85 with them) and rigid algebraic manipulation will often be 
successful, but lacks the flexibility needed to deal with “new” 
scenarios. Further-equations are always provided with exams and often 
as much as 60% of an exam with be noncomputational.

• Any analysis should begin with the formation of an expectation with 
regards to the expected outcome. This can be as simple as “increase” 
or “decrease” or “greater than 1”. Without it, the result is created in a 
vacuum. Further, a mental estimate of the outcome of all calcula tions 
should be made prior to their being carried out. 

• Ultimately, problem solving, even repetitive drill, must be approached 
as not just necessary, but enjoyable!!

About the On Line Homework

• The system used on this course was developed by the 
instructor and is used very widely, including outside the 
US.

• You will be assigned HW regularly (see the syllabus).
• The most effective way to utilize the system is to set aside 

a set day/time to perform the work
• The system allows you to focus on self diagnosed areas of 

weakness.
• In a given area, the number of problems assigned is 

generally less than needed to fully review the possible 
problem scenarios.

• Every student who received an A last year had 100% on 
the semester’s HW. Every student who had less than 80% 
got less than a C. 

• This correlation has been consistently found throughout 
the years. If you are not going to do the work-you should 
withdraw  from the course.

HW performance patterns
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The Data Drives the Analysis

• A major source of frustration on the part of both students 
and instructors is the expectation that the problem’s 
solution should be immediately seen. The instructor can’t 
believe that the student can’t see the solution path and the 
student can’t believe the crappy job the instructor is doing 
trying to explain things.

• When the above fails to occur then you are often in a 
downward spiral.

• Any problem with a minimum of challenge requires a 
multiple step analysis and you should realize that you only 
need to find one step at a time.

• It is much easier to answer the question: “What does the 
data permit?” than “How do I solve the problem?”

• Further, any flexible dataset lends itself to numerous 
possible challenges. This greatly weakens the “plug and 
chug” approach. One of the major applications of 
Murphy’s Law is the fact that if you’ve memorized 3 out 
of 4 protocols, you will be asked about the fourth.

Hourly wages, taxes and DVDs

• You work at an In-And-Out Burger making $10.35/hour. 
You are paid in increments of whole minutes, converted to 
fractional hours, if necessary. 

• As a part-time employee you work between 8 and 24 
hrs/week 

• Your take home pay, after taxes is 83.5% of your gross.
• You are able to spend up to 37.5% of your net pay every 

week completing your collection of 1980 slasher DVDs 
which cost $15 each plus 8.75% tax.

• How many questions can you frame using this data?
• Can you lay any “traps” that might be easily missed?

Reviewing a few things

• A few of the topics from Chem 110 serve as a useful 
bridge into 112.

• Before proceeding-one final reminder-learn/review your 
nomenclature.
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Threshold Energy
• If a certain minimum energy is needed for a process to 

proceed, only those “molecules” with at least that energy 
will proceed. As the temp increases, the process will speed 
up as a higher proportion of molecules can proceed.

• What is vapor pressure and how does it relate to the 
diagram below?

Phase diagrams
• The relationships between the three phases can be illustrated with a 

phase diagram. The red line represents the solid liquid line forwater, 
the blue line for other substances. A system which meets the 
conditions of being “on the line” has the phases in equilibrium.
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Boiling Point and Applied Pressure the Clausius-Clapeyron
Equation

• Logically it follows that if the boiling point is the 
temperature at which the vapor pressure equals the applied 
pressure, if the applied pressure decreases, the boiling 
temperature should also decrease. However, this is, not 
surprisingly, not a simple linear function. Given the 
complexity of this function and the fact that it is from 110, 
you will not be tested on it in 112. However, you should 
familiarize yourself with it’s basic structure, as you will 
see its like later. What does the structure say about the 
relationships between the variables?

Solutions-Like dissolves like
• Any mixture which is homogeneous at the microscopic level is a 

solution. These are by  no means limited to the traditional “dissolve a 
solid in a liquid” scenario. What is a colloid? 

• How do you differentiate a colloidal suspension and a true solution?
• Several aspects of solutions are well known

– not all combinations form solutions (water and gasoline don’t mix)
– some combinations mix in all proportions-such combinations are 

termed “miscible”. Thus, two which don’t mix are termed 
“immiscible”

– some combinations have limits (sugar and water). When that limit
is reached the solution is said to be saturated. How is it 
recognized?

– temperature has an effect on the solubility ( you can dissolve m uch 
more sugar in hot coffee than ice tea)

– We use words like “solvent” and “solute(s)” to identify the 
components due to either

• relative amounts, or
• logic (can’t accept the idea of a liquid dissolving in a solid)

The mixing process

• What’s involved, qualitatively, in producing a 
homogeneous mixture from two pure substances?

• The enthalpy for the process is called the heat of 
solution )H solution (KJ/mole)

• If you’re dissolving a solute at fairly high 
concentration, the heat involved is not linear vs
amount added. That is, the heat for the first gram 
dissolving will be different than that for the 
second-sounds like it violates the First Law. (What 
First Law and what is it?)
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Why things dissolve
• The dissolution process occurs when the solvent -solute 

interactions(the solvation energy) are sufficient to 
overcome the solute-solute and solvent -solvent 
interactions.

• In the cases where the interactions are particularly 
weak(van der Waals only) for both materials, it is 
somewhat of a misnomer to use the word “overcome”

• In most solutions (exc those of miscible materials), the 
solvent greatly outnumbers the solute.

• What’s the ~solvent/solute ratio on a 1M aqueous 
solution? 

• Perspective on the process can vary.
• The solvent “surrounds” the solute
• The solute “forces” its way between solvent molecules

Continuing

• Why wouldn’t two substances mix?
• Why would there be limits?
• Why would temperature matter (and why would 

the behavior not be constant-some materials have 
decreasing solubility with increasing 
temperature)?

• Do the solubility rules seem to fit into this 
picture?You need to review these (p 143-144)

Anyone Remember Hess’ Law?

• The dissolution of an ionic material in water can be viewed 
to a first approximation as the hydration energies of the 
ions being greater than the lattice energy of the salt. This is 
another application of Hess’ Law.

• Na+(g) => Na +(aq) hydration energy of Na+

• Cl -(g) => Cl -(aq) hydration energy of Cl-
• NaCl(s) =>Na+(g) + Cl -(g) Uo Lattice energy

• Summing these yields
• NaCl(s)=>Na+(aq) +Cl -(aq) heat of solution
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Some data
Heats of solution(KJ/mole))
• NaCl +4.94
• BaO -148
• NaOH –41.6
• BaSO4 +23.3
• AgCl +15.75
• PbBr2 +41.8
Entropies of solution are generally positive 

and often sufficient for a material with a 
positive heat of solution to dissolve.

Describing the mixture quantitatively-concentration

• There are numerous ways of describing a mixture. You are 
already familiar with the more common ones: molarity, 
mole fraction and % by mass. You have been assigned 
homework on molarity. The fourth shown-molality will be 
discussed shortly.

• Molarity is the most common, but suffers from being 
temperature dependent. How critical is that issue?

• at 22oC dH2O=0.99780. At 50oC dH2O=.98807, a change of 
slightly less than 1%. If one realizes that the actual 
temperature difference you’re likely to encounter in a 
working lab environment is much less than this( probably 
only a few degrees), it does not seems likely that a 
significant error will be introduced.

Relating Concentration Measures

• It is important to be able to convert between the three common 
measures of concentration

• It is also important to recognize that this is not always possible
• In describing a mixture, what sorts of data are available?
• Moles, masses,volumes,densities (of solute,solvent, total solution)
• To calculate a molarity , what datasets will work?
• To calculate mass %?
• To calculate mole fraction?
• If you are given only the molarity , what else is needed to calculate 

mass%? Mole fraction?
• Given only mass%-to obtain molarity and mole fraction
• Given only mole fraction-to  obtain mass% and mole fraction
• Never forget that nomenclature is always lurking in the background 

here.
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Describing Paths

• A 0.25M aqueous solution of calcium hydroxide has a 
density of 1.095g/mL (I made that up). Can you determine 
its mass % composition and the mole fractions. If so, 
present the solution path. If not, what is missing?

• A mixture of methanol (CH 4O) and ethanol (C2H6O) is 
17.5% methanol by mass. Can you determine its molarity
and the mole fractions. If so, present the solution path. If 
not, what is missing?

• When 1.25g of sodium nitrate are added to 27.3mL of 
water, the resultant volume is 27.7mL. Present paths to all 
of the concentration measures that can be determined.

Aqueous Solubilities

• Only materials capable of ionization and/or hydrogen 
bonding exhibit significant aqueous solubility.There is an 
exception to this for small, highly polar molecules.

• The rule of four: A hydrogen bonding group will lead to 
the dissolving of compounds with up to 4 carbons
– methanol(CH 3OH),ethanol (C2H5OH) ,propanol (C3H7OH) 

,butanol (C4H9OH) are all miscible with water
– pentanol (C5H11OH) is slightly soluble

• Another example:
– butanol (C4H9OH) is miscible 
– diethyl ether (C2H5OC2H5) is insoluble

The properties of solutions

• In what ways does a solution of water differ in its 
physical properties from the “neat” liquid.
– vapor pressures are depressed
– freezing points are depressed
– boiling points are elevated
– there’s this thing called osmosis

• An extremely critical issue is to recall that ionic 
materials dissociate upon dissolution in water

• We are going to address these areas by first 
presenting the issues and equations and then 
returning to work thru  exemplary problems

• The appropriate concentration measure is critical 
to the proper analysis of a problem.
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Vapor Pressure Depression
• There are two types of solutes:

– nonvolatile-negligible vapor pressure (NaCl)
– volatile-significant vapor pressure C2H5OH

• How could you demonstrate, at least in principle, 
that the vapor pressure of solution is less than that 
of the pure solvent?

• The vapor pressure depression follows is 
described in a manner that considers only the 
proportions in the mixture, not the identity of the 
solute. A property dependent only on proportions 
is termed “ colligative.”

• Why does this happen?

Raoult’s Law-nonvolatile solute

• Po=vapor pressure of the pure solvent
• Pmix=observed vapor pressure for the mixture  
• Xsolv=mole fraction of the solvent in the mixture
• Pmix= Xsolv* P o

• Note that the identity of the solute is not an issue, 
just the amount which is present. This is typical of 
a colligative property

Raoult’s Law Plot-a plot of P vs mole fraction is linear 
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Raoult’s Law=two volatile compoents
• A mixture containing two volatile components, A and B can be 

described by the following equations
• PA= XA* PA

o and PB= XB* PB
o

• PT = P A + P B

• These systems are made much more interesting by the fact that the 
vapor contains both A and B, unlike the previous one, which contained 
only solvent in the vapor phase. This results in a second set ofmole 
fractions (remember your favorite gas law-Dalton’s Law of Partial 
Pressures)-X(vap )-for the vapor phase

• XA( vap) = PA /PT and XB( vap ) = P B /PT

• In comparing the solution and gas mole fractions, what changes would 
you expect to see?

• Is it possible for the mole fraction in the solution to equal the mole 
fraction in the vapor?

• Mixtures of two volatile materials can be 
described as shown below

Boiling point elevation
• If the vapor pressure is depressed, the boiling temperature shou ld increase. 

Why?
• Why should the freezing temperature decrease?
• Although a colligative property should use X as the measure, in this area 

molality(m)=moles solute/kg solvent is the dimension of choice. Why is this 
valid?

• It can be seen that since XA=nA/nT, if the solution is sufficiently dilute, n T is 
roughly equal to n solvent. 

• Further, since n is directly proportional to mass, molality is directly 
proportional to XA. 

• Molality is only a useful quantity for relatively dilute solutions. For example, a 
kg of water contains 55 moles. a 2 m solution( kind of at the limit) in water has 
2 moles of solute per 55moles of water. The “molal” X= 2/55=0.0364 and the 
true X is 2/57=.0351. The difference is .0013 or roughly 4%. For a 1 m
solution, the difference would be about 0.6%  These values are n ot exact, 
why?

• For solvents other than water, with higher gmws, the difference is greater. 
However, since the constants used are experimentally determined, there is a 
built-in correction and no real errors are introduced. 
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Solution Phase Diagram
• The blue lines are for the pure material, the red are for a 

solution

The Equations
• Unlike Raoult’s Laws, in this area, we 

calculate the change in the freezing and 
boiling points.

• )Tb=Kb*m
• )Tf=Kf*m
• Kb and Kf are the molalboiling and freezing 

constants for a given solvent

Osmosis

• What is it?
• Flow of water through a semipermeable

membrane from a region of lower to higher solute 
concentration (or higher to lower water 
concentration).

• Why should this happen(simple model)
• What is osmotic pressure and how is it measured?
• A(this is cap pi)=MRT
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Colligative Properties -General Considerations
• How solutions differ from pure materials is quite predictable an d within your 

experience. Thus, an incorrectly addressed problem will lead to a result which 
you should recognize as unreasonable and unacceptable.

• What is known:
– Like dissolves like ( and a few terms like ebullition)
– Vapor pressures go down: PA= XA* PA

o

– Mixtures of two volatile: the components  can be treated indepen dently 
and Dalton’s Law applied to the vapor

• There are two different mole fractions: solution and vapor
– Boiling points increase: freezing points decrease

• )Tb=Kb*m
• )Tf=Kf*m

– What about the sublimation point?
– Phase diagram is readily redrawn to illustrate the differences
– Osmosis: A(this is cap pi)=MRT
– The dissociation of ionic compounds must be considered when solving 

these problems.
– There are two types of solution:

• Ideal-follow Raoult’s Law precisely
• Real=deviate from Raoult’s Law (more about these later)

A note about concentrations

• Proper analysis of colligative properties problems 
requires the identification and calculation of the 
appropriate concentration term (M,X, m). This 
may require consideration of solute dissociation.

• An error in the above will lead to a result which is 
computationally correct but totally invalid

• Appropriate points will always be awarded for 
totally invalid answers. 

Raoult’s Law-nonvolatile solute
• Issues:
• Po

solvent ,Xsolvent,P solution ;

• P solution =Po
solvent *Xsolvent

• How many different ways can the composition of 
such solution be described? 

• Dissociating solutes have an effect based upon the 
number of “particles” resulting from the 
ionization. You are expected to recognize ionic 
materials and treat them appropriately.
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Raoult’s Law-nonvolatile solute
• Basic Problem:

– A solvent has Po =312torr. A solution contains 12.0moles of solvent and 
2.5 moles of a nonvolatile solute. What is the vapor pressure?

• Variations
– Give P, Po and  one of the moles
– Give both ns and P
– Give masses and formulas (names) instead of moles
– Regardless of the data, everything runs through the following

• Psolution =Po
solvent *Xsolvent

• X=n/nT

• n=mass/gfw
– It is a very useful mental exercise to see how many paths there are.There 

was yet another article that thinking minimizes and may prevent 
Alzheimer’s. Thinking is a good idea.

– If the solute dissociates, its n must be multiplied by the total number of 
ions produced :NaCl(x2), calcium nitrate (x3). Significant increases in 
colligative effects when compared to a nondissociating model are strong 
evidence for the dissociation of a solute.

Raoult’s Law-two volatile
The real difference is that you now have to calculate the total pressure and 

the vapor mole fractions using Dalton’s Law
Total data set of a mixture A and B
For A: nA, XA(sol) ,Po

A,PA,XA(vap ) ,(mA?) 
For B: nB, XB(sol) ,Po

B,PB,XB(vap ) ,(mB?)
Basic Problem, given both ns and both P os-solve for everything else.
Provide a complete analysis given the following:
nA=0.250, Po

A=210torr, nB=0.310, Po
B=0.500torr

Variations-too numerous to list
Is ion dissociation an issue in this area?
Critical thought #1-Given P T,XA and P B, can the system be fully defined? 

If so, what is the path. If not, what else would be needed.
Critical thought #2: Given PA

o, nB and PT,, can the system be fully 
defined? If so, what is the path. If not, what else would be needed.

Freezing and boiling point changes
• Here the concentration term is molality,m, moles solute/kg 

solvent
• The constants K b and K f as well as the normal melting and 

boiling points are needed.

• You are calculating the change. Be certain to add that to 
the BP and subtract it from the FP.

• Ion dissociation is important.
• What are the boiling and freezing point of a solution 

prepared by dissolving 26.1 g of potassium nitrate in 
100mL of water?(Kf=1.86deg/molal, Kb=.51deg/molal)
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Molecular weights from FP depression

• An important practical application of FP depression is the 
determination of molecular weights:
– )Tf =Kf*m
– m=moles/kg
– moles=mass/gmw

• In a typical experiment, the solute and solvent are weighed 
and the FP depression determined. The  path then goes  
)Tf =>m=>moles=>gmw

• A solution of 9.54 grams of solute in 90.0 grams of a 
solvent(Kf=8.57;Tf=55.9 oC) is found to have a freezing 
point of 50.6 oC. What is the solute’s MW?

Osmosis

• Concentration measure is molarity of solute
• T must be in K
• R is the gas constant
• Dissociation is very important
• If there is solute on both sides of the 

membrane, the difference in the 
concentrations is used.

• What is the osmotic pressure for a solution 
prepared by dissolving 15.3g of methanol 
(CH3OH) to a total volume of 200mL?

Real Solutions-Raoult’s Law
• There are positive and negative deviations from Raoult’s 

Law
• Strict adherence to Raoult’s Law assumes that the presence 

of the solute does not alter the energy needed to escape 
from the surface. The effect is purely statistical. In reality, 
two other scenarios are likely:
– The presence of the solute makes escape easier leading 

to an observed vapor pressure greater than Raoult’s 
Law. This is termed a positive deviation

– The presence of the solute makes escape more difficult 
leading to a vapor pressure less than Raoult’s Law. This 
is a negative deviation

– What general type of solvent/solute pairs (based upon 
type of interactions) do you think are most likely to be 
ideal?
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Deviations from Raoult’s Law

Real Solutions-van’t Hoff Factors
• The basic treatment of  dissociating solutes treats the resultant ions as 

if they do not interact. This is true of dilute solutions.
• However, as the ion concentrations increase, the ions interact with 

each other. This has the effect of lowering the effective concentration 
of the solute. One way to look at is to consider the transient formation 
of ion pairs. That is, a sodium ion temporary pairs with a chlor ide ion 
to make “NaCl”. 

• Evidence for this can be seen in the fact that at sufficiently high 
concentrations, the ion concentration as shown by colligative property 
measurements is less than that predicted by complete dissociation. 
There is an adjustment “constant” called the van’t Hoff factor( i) that 
can be used to account for this. To get the effective concentration, you 
multiply the initial concentration (n,M,m) by the van’t Hoff factor.

• Actually using van’t Hoff factors in calculations is a bit awkward as 
they are both solute and concentration dependent. That is, a fac tor that 
is valid for NaCl at 1.00M will not be valid for KCl at 1.00M or for 
NaCl at 0.20M.

i vs [NaCl]


